
HOW TO FIND US
at Littleover Baptist

Community Hall 

Thornhill Road is off Burton Road about 600 yards

west of the ring road (A5111).  Coming from the ring

road it is the third turning on the left after the

Iceland store.  There is a direction sign to the Church

opposite the end of Thornhill Road.  For SatNav use

postcode DE23 6FZ.

There is a small parking area next to the Church,

and street parking is possible in Thornhill Road and

Old Hall Road.  Convenient buses from the City

centre are Trent Barton’s ‘Harlequin’ from Gower

Street and V3 from the bus station, together with

Arriva’s 5A from Babington Lane; alight at Iceland –

the second stop after the ring road.

July to December

2018

Affiliated to the Federation of Recorded Music Societies

The Jubilee Music Circle takes its name from

its formation in the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee

year, 2012.  It is a successor to the Derby Music

Circle which was founded as Derby Recorded

Music Society in 1945.

Meetings take place at Littleover Baptist

Community Hall, Thornhill Road, Littleover,

DE23 6FZ, on the second* Tuesday afternoon of

the month, starting at 2.15 pm.

The annual membership subscription is  £25

and in addition members pay £4 at each meeting

they attend.  Visitors are welcome to attend any

two meetings as temporary members (to comply

with copyright licensing conditions) for which

there is a small additional charge, which is

deducted from the subscription if they then join

as full members.

 For more information please contact the

secretary:

Allan Child

12 Highfield Road

Derby DE22 1GZ

Phone 01332 332649

E-mail jubilee2@virginmedia.com

* Occasionally, meetings may be held instead on

the first or third Tuesday of the month.

10th July:  A PERSONAL CHOICE
In which a member has free rein in selecting the
music.  Today’s choice is by Keith Shillcock.

21st August:  A BIRTHDAY TRIBUTE
NB – meeting on the THIRD Tuesday this month
A programme to mark the 85th Birthday today of
Dame Janet Baker, presented by Allan Child.

4th September:  “THE MUSIC CURIOSITY SHOP”
NB – meeting on the FIRST Tuesday this month
Curious?  Colin Sharvell explores some odd corners
in the repertoire of composers, both the well-known
and the more obscure.

9th October:  “WAITER – THE CZECH, PLEASE!”
Following our two programmes earlier in the year
devoted to Chopin and his compatriots we return to
Eastern Europe in the company of Keith Shillcock.  As
usual, expect the unexpected.

13th November: “A FRENCH IMPRESSION”
Debussy disliked the term ‘impressionist’ applied to
his music but it has stuck – and been applied to
other composers too.  Colin Sharvell discusses its
relevance to their music.

11th DECEMBER:  “LENNY”
As we approach the end of his centenary year, a
celebration of composer, conductor and  larger than
life character, Leonard Bernstein.


